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Abstract

We reconsidered leptogenesis scenario from right-handed (s)neutrino produced by
the decay of inflaton. Besides the well-investigated case that the neutrino decays in-
stantaneously after the production, leptogenesis is possible if neutrino decays after it
dominates the universe. In the latter case, right-handed (s)neutrino can decay either
while it is relativistic or after it becomes non-relativistic. Especially, the first case has
not been discussed seriously in literatures. Resultant lepton asymmetry and constraints
from the gravitino problem are studied in broad parameter region, including all cases of
this scenario. It is also shown how this leptogenesis scenario depends on the parameters,
the inflaton decay rate (the reheating temperature), the right-handed neutrino mass,
the washout parameter, and the constraint from the gravitino problem. Leptogenesis
from relativistic neutrino decay is interesting because both thermal and non-thermal
gravitino problems can be relaxed.
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1 Introduction

Leptogenesis [1] is an attractive scenario for explaining the baryon asymmetry of the uni-
verse, nB/s ≃ (8.74± 0.23)× 10−11 [2], where s is the entropy density. This scenario is also
appealing because it can be implemented within the seesaw model [3], which explains the
small non-zero neutrino mass.

In the simplest version of leptogenesis, the lepton asymmetry is generated by the lepton
number and CP violating decay of thermally produced right-handed neutrino. The lepton
asymmetry is partially converted into the baryon asymmetry via (B+L) violating sphaleron
processes [4]. In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), the relation between
the initial lepton asymmetry nL and the final baryon asymmetry nB is known to be [5]1

nB

s
=

8

23

nL

s
. (1)

This scenario is known as thermal leptogenesis and investigated thoroughly in many liter-
atures [7].

The result of detailed calculation in ref. [8] shows that Treh & MN & 109GeV is required
for successful leptogenesis. Here, Treh is the temperature of the universe at the beginning of
radiation-dominant (RD) era, and MN is the mass of the lightest right-handed (s)neutrino.
MN > 109GeV is required for large enough magnitude of CP violation in decay processes
of right-handed neutrino. The condition Treh & MN is required for thermal production of
right-handed (s)neutrino in the thermal bath.

However, these conditions conflict with the constraint from the gravitino problem [9].
In supersymmetric theories, Treh is bounded for evading the overproduction of gravitino
by thermal scattering. Thus, the bound on the reheating temperature constrains thermal
leptogenesis scenario. Both the abundance of gravitino produced by thermal scattering
and the effect of gravitino on the evolution of the universe depend on the gravitino mass,
m3/2. Therefore, the bound from gravitino overproduction depends on m3/2. For a range
102GeV < m3/2 < 104GeV, which is predicted in the gravity-mediated supersymmetry
(SUSY) breaking, the constraint is Treh . 106−9GeV. In this case, thermal leptogenesis is
severely constrained [10].

One possible solution that reconciles leptogenesis scenarios with the gravitino problem
is non-thermal leptogenesis scenarios. The basic concept of these scenarios is very simple:
high reheating temperature Treh > MN is not required if sufficient initial abundance of
right-handed neutrino is generated without thermal scattering.

Many non-thermal leptogenesis scenarios have been proposed. For example, leptogenesis
from right-handed (s)neutrino generated by the inflaton decay [11, 12], leptogenesis from the
decay of right-handed sneutrino condensate [13, 14], leptogenesis subsequent to sneutrino
inflation [15], Affleck-Dine leptogenesis [16, 17, 18, 19], etc. (for example, [20, 21]).

Here, we focus on leptogenesis from right-handed (s)neutrino produced by the inflaton
decay. In this scenario, inflaton is assumed to decay into right-handed (s)neutrinos, with
possible smaller branching ratio into MSSM particles, which are assumed to be thermalized
immediately. Then, the decay of right-handed (s)neutrino produces lepton asymmetry nL.

1 The ratio between B − L and B depends on details of the electroweak phase transition, the particle
content and the mass spectrum [6]. In this paper, we use eq.(1) as a reference value, which is obtained if all
sparticles are sufficiently heavy and can be neglected.
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Many models that can realize this scenario are proposed, and in most of them the leptoge-
nesis is considered only for the case that right-handed (s)neutrino decays instantaneously
after the production by inflaton decay. Leptogenesis is also possible if neutrino decays after
it dominates the universe. In this case, gravitino problem can be avoided, since the universe
is reheated only after the decay of right-handed (s)neutrino. Moreover, the right-handed
(s)neutrino produced after inflaton decay is relativistic. Hence, right-handed (s)neutrino
can either decay while it is still relativistic or after it becomes non-relativistic. These cases
have not been considered in most of recent literatures. In ref. [20], this kind of non-thermal
leptogenesis after neutrino dominance is discussed. However, although they considered the
era when right-handed (s)neutrino are relativistic, they focused only on neutrino decay after
non-relativistic neutrino dominance, in addition to the case that right-handed (s)neutrino
decays instantaneously after the production. As we discuss later, parameter region for lep-
togenesis from relativistic neutrino decay is advantageous for relaxing both thermal and
non-thermal gravitino problems [22, 23]. In this way, it is meaningful to reconsider all
possible cases and show the distinction of three parameter regions.

In this work, we survey broad parameter region including all possibilities, and show
conditions and parameter dependences of this scenario. For simplicity, we assume that only
one flavor N1 is relevant to leptogenesis throughout this paper. Therefore, free parameters
in the neutrino sector are the lightest right-handed (s)neutrino mass MN of N1 and the
neutrino Yukawa coupling of N1. We also study the dependence on parameters of infla-
tion, the inflaton mass, the inflaton decay rate and the branching ratio into right-handed
(s)neutrino of the inflaton without specifying inflation models.

This paper is organized as follows. As a preparation, in Section 2 we briefly review
leptogenesis and the gravitino problem, and introduce parameters that we will survey. In
Section 3, we consider the leptogenesis scenario from right-handed (s)neutrino produced by
the inflaton decay. We first discuss the estimation of the resultant lepton asymmetry and
the constraint from the gravitino problem, and then show the allowed parameter region.
The allowed parameter region is shown at last of this section. We also discuss possible
advantages of the parameter region which has not been considered in literatures. We
summarize our work in Section 4.

2 Parameters of leptogenesis

In this paper, we focus on leptogenesis scenarios from the decay of right-handed (s)neutrino
produced by non-thermal processes in the early universe. In these scenarios, leptogenesis
crucially depends on properties of the neutrino sector.

Our main purpose is to survey systematically the viability of non-thermal leptogenesis in
broad region of seesaw model parameters without specifying inflation models. Throughout
this paper, we assume a hierarchical mass spectrum of right-handed neutrinos, MN1

≪
MN2

≪ MN3
. In addition, in order to avoid complexity, we restrict ourselves to the case

that only the lightest right-handed (s)neutrino N1 is relevant. Hereafter, the subscript “1”
is dropped. Under this assumption, the superpotential relevant to the leptogenesis is given
by

W = yνNLHu +
1

2
MNNN +WMSSM, (2)
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where WMSSM is the superpotential of the MSSM sector. Parameters of the neutrino sector
relevant to leptogenesis scenarios are the mass MN of (s)neutrino and the magnitude of the

neutrino Yukawa coupling (yνy
†
ν)11. The latter can be given by the washout parameter,

m̃ ≡
(yνy

†
ν)11v

2
u

MN
, (3)

where vu is the vev of the up-type Higgs, vu = sin β × 174GeV. Hereafter, we use m̃ as a
parameter which indicates the magnitude of the neutrino Yukawa coupling.

Lepton asymmetry is generated by the out-of-equilibrium CP violating decay of right-
handed (s)neutrino. The decay rate of (s)neutrino is calculated as

ΓN =
(yνy

†
ν)11MN

4π
=

m̃M2
N

4πv2u
, (4)

in the leading order. The temperature of the thermal bath at the decay of (s)neutrino is
given by

TN =

(

90

π2g∗

)
1

4 √

ΓNMPl ≃ 0.12MN ×

(

m̃

10−5eV

)
1

2

, (5)

regardless of whether the right-handed (s)neutrino dominate the universe at the decay.
Here, MPl = 2.4 × 1018GeV is the reduced Planck mass. We also assume sin β ≃ 1 and
g∗ ≃ 200 and omit dependences on these parameters.

We use the following expression of CP -asymmetry in the decay of N [24]:

ǫ ≡
Γ(N → Hul)− Γ(N → H̄ul̄)

Γ(N → Hul) + Γ(N → H̄ul̄)

≃
3

8π

MN

v2u
mν3δeff

≃ 2× 10−10 ×

(

MN

106GeV

)

( mν3

0.05eV

)

δeff , (6)

where δeff is the effective CP violating phase. In the second line, MN1
≪ MN2

≪ MN3

and a normal hierarchical mass spectrum of light neutrinos are assumed. From results of
atmospheric neutrino oscillation experiments, the heaviest light neutrino mass is suggested
to be mν3 ≈

√

∆m2
atm ≈ 0.05eV [25]. This ǫ is the expectation value of lepton number

generated by the decay of one N or Ñ particle.
We will concentrate on the case that the decay process become effective and lepton

asymmetry is generated for TN < MN . In this case, the washout of lepton asymmetry by
inverse decay processes can be safely neglected. Conversely, if the decay and inverse decay
processes become effective for TN > MN , partial or complete equilibrium is maintained
after the production of lepton asymmetry. Thus, the amount of the lepton asymmetry is
reduced by washout effects. Successful leptogenesis is still possible even for TN > MN , if
the washout is not so strong. However, in this case, Boltzmann equations must be solved
to estimate the amount of resultant lepton asymmetry. This goes beyond the scope of our
work.

For TN < MN , we can also safely neglect the washout of lepton asymmetry by various
scattering processes. Effective processes are relevant to the top Yukawa coupling, like
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l + q̄3 → N + t̄. The amount of (s)leptons and (s)quarks that can produce heavy right-
handed (s)neutrino by these scattering processes are Boltzmann-suppressed for T < MN .
Thus, these scattering processes are not effective.

It should be noted that these diagrams give early thermalization of right-handed (s)neutrino,
e.g.N + q3 → l + t. If these processes are effective, the abundance of non-thermally pro-
duced right-handed (s)neutrino is decreased. We will discuss later the possibility of early
thermalization.

Next, let us consider inflation models. In this work, we do not specify inflation models.
We assume that the thermal history after the inflation can be determined by the decay rate
of inflaton Γφ. If the universe becomes RD after the decay of the inflaton, the temperature
of the radiation at the beginning of the RD universe Treh is estimated to be TR, which is
given by Γφ,

TR =

(

90

π2g∗

)
1

4 √

ΓφMPl. (7)

It should be noted that, if right-handed (s)neutrino dominate the universe before they decay,
Treh is not TR but TN . In this case, the parameter TR does not stand for the temperature
of the thermal bath after inflaton decay since inflaton is assumed to decay mainly into
right-handed (s)neutrino, and the energy of thermal bath accounts for only a small fraction
of the total energy of the universe.

Finally, we review the constraint on Treh from the gravitino problem. As mentioned
in the introduction, the gravitino problem is one of our principal motivation to consider
non-thermal leptogenesis. If there is no dilution process after the universe becomes RD, the
amount of gravitino produced by thermal processes depends on Treh. Thus, the dependence
on Treh is easily estimated by the following discussion. By thermal processes, gravitino is
produced in the amount of

n3/2

s

∣

∣

∣

H=Γφ

∼
〈σgv〉n

2

H

1

s
∼

Treh

MPl

, (8)

where n is the total number density of all relevant species in the thermal bath, and σg is
a typical cross section of gravitino producing processes. More accurate calculation can be
found in ref. [10, 26]. Hereafter we refer to the result,

n3/2

s

∣

∣

∣

H=Γφ

≃ 1.9× 10−12 ×

(

Treh

1010GeV

)

. (9)

The abundance of gravitino is constrained by the cosmology. For unstable gravitino, the
abundance is constrained for successful big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), because decay
products of gravitino alter abundances of light elements. This constraint is thoroughly
investigated in ref. [10]. For 102GeV < m3/2 < 104GeV, which is predicted by the gravity-
mediated SUSY breaking, the constraint on Treh is Treh < 106−7GeV if gravitino decays
mainly in hadronic channel and Treh < 106−9GeV if it decays mainly in non-hadronic
channel. Thermal leptogenesis is difficult under these constraints on Treh. Hence, we focus
on this bound on Treh, and consider non-thermal leptogenesis as a candidate that can solve
the conflict of leptogenesis with the gravitino problem. For later convenience, we introduce a
parameter Tg, which is defined as the maximum allowed reheating temperature for avoiding
the gravitino problem.
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We comment on other way out of this problem. For example, Tg > 109GeV is possible
for m3/2 & 104GeV, which can be realized in anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking [27]. On
the other hand, the gravitino problem as well as other cosmological problems can be avoided
if m3/2 < 16eV [28], which can be realized in gauge-mediated SUSY breaking [29, 30].

In order to parameterize inflation models, we introduce the mass of the inflaton2 mφ

and the branching ratio into right-handed (s)neutrino BN . We will study the dependence
of leptogenesis scenario on following parameters: Γφ, MN , m̃, mφ and BN .

3 Leptogenesis from right-handed (s)neutrino produced by

the decay of inflaton

One of interesting possibilities is that heavy right-handed (s)neutrino are generated by the
decay of inflaton φ. Examples of inflation models and interactions in superpotential or
Kähler potential that give inflaton decay dominantly into right-handed neutrino are found
in refs. [11, 12].

In this section, we investigate the conservative bound on this scenario, following carefully
the evolution of the universe after the inflaton decay. We work on as general framework as
possible. We treat the decay rate of the inflaton Γφ as a free parameter. Here we assume
that the inflaton can dominantly decay into right-handed (s)neutrino, without specifying
inflation models and interactions between the inflaton sector and the neutrino sector. Hence,
we assume that the branching ratio into right-handed (s)neutrino is BN ≃ 1, and that into
the thermal bath consists of MSSM particles Brad is negligibly small. We later comment
also on the case that Brad is not negligible. The right-handed neutrino mass MN and the
neutrino Yukawa coupling are also treated as parameters. Note that, for simplicity, we
consider only 2-body decay processes φ → N + N or φ → Ñ + Ñ . These processes are
allowed only if MN < mφ/2. We also assume that only N1 is relevant. This assumption is
realized, for example, if decay processes of the inflaton into N2 and N3 are kinematically
forbidden3.

This scenario can be classified into three cases.

(i) The decay of (s)neutrino is faster than that of the inflaton.

(ii) The decay of right-handed (s)neutrino is slower than that of the inflaton, and right-
handed (s)neutrino decays after it becomes non-relativistic.

(iii) The decay of right-handed (s)neutrino is slower than that of the inflaton, and right-
handed (s)neutrino decays during it is relativistic.

In the case (i), right-handed (s)neutrino decays instantaneously after their production by
the inflaton decay. Latter two cases are interesting, since thermal production of gravitino

2 As a reference, mφ in several major examples of inflation models are summarized as follows. Typically,
mφ in chaotic inflation with quadratic potential of inflaton is required to be mφ ∼ 1013GeV by cosmological
perturbations. Successful cosmology requires 1010GeV < mφ < 1015GeV in F -term hybrid inflation models
[31], and mφ ∼ 1010GeV for m3/2 ∼ 0.1 − 100TeV in single-field new inflation models within supergravity
[32].

3 Almost the same discussion can be applied to the cases that the inflaton decays dominantly into N2

or N3, and branching ratios into lighter generations of right-handed neutrino are negligibly small. In order
to avoid the washout, the temperature of the thermal bath after (s)neutrino decay must be lower than the
mass of the lightest right-handed (s)neutrino N1.
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takes place only after right-handed (s)neutrino decay, and the gravitino problem can be ame-
liorated. As a bonus, in the case (ii), other unwanted relics produced at the decay of the
inflaton can be diluted by the entropy production from decaying right-handed (s)neutrino.
On the other hand, in the case (iii), since right-handed (s)neutrino is relativistic at their de-
cay, no dilution process exists, compared with the case that the inflaton decays dominantly
into the radiation. These cases have not been considered in most of recent literatures. In
ref. [20], although the fact is taken into account that right-handed (s)neutrino is relativistic
after the production, case (iii) is not seriously investigated.

In the next subsection, we discuss these three cases in order and clarify the distinction of
three cases. We investigate the amount of lepton asymmetry, constraints from the gravitino
problem, and the condition for avoiding the washout. We show that the successful lepto-
genesis is possible in all cases. Finally, we summarize our results and discuss on possible
advantages of the case (iii).

3.1 Lepton asymmetry and gravitino constraint

First, we consider the case (i). Here, the fact should be taken into consideration that energy
of (s)neutrino is mφ/2 at the production4. This results in suppression of the decay rate of
the (s)neutrino by a factor of MN/EN , where EN is the energy of right-handed (s)neutrino.
Therefore, this case is realized under the condition, ΓN×(2MN/mφ) > Γφ, which is reduced
to

MN > 3.3× 1010GeV ×

(

TR

109GeV

)
2

3

(

m̃

10−5eV

)− 1

3
( mφ

1012GeV

)
1

3

. (10)

The estimation of the lepton asymmetry is straightforward. Right-handed (s)neutrino decay
instantaneously after their production and the almost all energy of inflaton is released to
the radiation. Hence, the reheating temperature is estimated to be TR. The number density
of inflaton is estimated by dividing the total energy by the mass of the inflaton. Since 2BN

(s)neutrino is produced by decay of one inflaton, the final lepton asymmetry is

nL

s
=

3

2
ǫBN

TR

mφ

= 3× 10−10 ×BN

(

TR

106GeV

)(

MN

mφ

)

δeff . (11)

According to eq. (11), successful leptogenesis requires TR > 106GeV. The washout of lepton
asymmetry due to inverse decay processes can be neglected if TR < MN . Thermalization
of right-handed (s)neutrino before their decay can be neglected, because they decay instan-
taneously after their production. Since scattering processes like N + t → l + q3 are slower
than the inverse decay for T < MN , effects of these processes on the lepton asymmetry are
safely neglected.

Because the RD universe is realized after the decay of the inflaton in this scenario, the
gravitino problem requires low reheating temperature TR < Tg. It should be noted that, as
Tg decreases, the allowed range of MN is restricted to a narrow range close to mφ/2.

4 If right-handed neutrinos are produced by n-body decay with (n > 2), momentum of neutrino is
distributed around mφ/n. Our discussion is easily extended to these cases.
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Let us proceed to the case (ii). The condition for the case (ii) is estimated as follows.
Right-handed (s)neutrino have momentum mφ/2 just after the production, and the redshift
of the momentum is p ∝ H1/2. Therefore, right-handed (s)neutrino become non-relativistic
at

H = HNR ≡ Γφ

(

2MN

mφ

)2

. (12)

Right-handed (s)neutrino decay after they become non-relativistic if HNR > ΓN .
Since Treh is estimated to be TN , the number density of the right-handed (s)neutrino

at the decay is estimated simply by dividing ρN ∼ ρtot ∼ T 4
N by MN , where TN is given in

eq. (5). The number density and the momentum distribution of right-handed (s)neutrino
are not changed by scattering, and are simply redshifted by the expansion of the universe.
Thus, the resultant lepton asymmetry is

nL

s
=

3

4
ǫ
TN

MN
≃ 1.5 × 10−10 ×

(

TN

106GeV

)

δeff , (13)

which depends only on properties of neutrino. The possibility of early thermalization of
right-handed (s)neutrino by scattering processes like N + t → l + q3 can be neglected,
because, due to small Brad, number density of MSSM particles in the initial state is small5.
In processes like N + N → l + l, the number density of initial particles are not small.
However, in the parameter region we are interested in, these processes are also negligible
because of the small neutrino Yukawa coupling.

Washout processes are safely avoided if TN < MN , which is satisfied for

m̃ < 7.3× 10−4eV. (14)

Hereafter, we will focus on this bound on m̃. It is expected that even for slightly larger
m̃ successful leptogenesis may be realized, although the viable parameter region may be
restricted due to partial washout of the lepton asymmetry. Unfortunately, the estimation
of this bound requires to solve Boltzmann equations. In ref. [33], Boltzmann equations
of this system is solved, although right-handed (s)neutrinos are always assumed to be
non-relativistic. In our work, we included relativistic (s)neutrino, while we leave detailed
numerical study as a future work since this estimation is too detailed for our purpose.

Constraints on this scenario are estimated as follows. Since the universe is completely
RD after the decay of the right-handed (s)neutrino, the temperature after the decay of
right-handed (s)neutrino TN is constrained as TN < Tg. Using eq. (5), this is given by

MN < 8.6 × 106GeV ×

(

m̃

10−5eV

)− 1

2

(

Tg

106GeV

)

. (15)

Let us comment on the case if Brad is not negligibly small. In this case, gravitino
produced by thermal processes after the inflaton decay is also problematic. In order to
use the result of detailed estimations eq. (9), we estimate the ratio between abundances

5 When we consider larger Brad ∼ O(1), early thermalization is not negligible if the neutrino Yukawa
coupling is large. The most stringent constraint arises in the case that right-handed (s)neutrino already
becomes non-relativistic at T = MN and the right-handed (s)neutrino still does not dominate the universe.
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of gravitino after the reheating in two different scenarios: with and without extra entropy
production by decay of right-handed (s)neutrino after the inflaton decay. Here we consider
that the case (i) is included in the latter scenario, where the abundance of gravitino is given
by eq. (9). After the inflaton decay, gravitino is produced by thermal processes as,

n3/2 ∼
〈σgv〉n

2
MSSM

Γφ
∼

T 6

rad

M2

Pl

1

Γφ
∼ B

3

2

rad

T 4
R

MPl

. (16)

Thus, taking non-negligible Brad into account, the amount of gravitino produced after the

decay of the inflaton is given with a factor B
3/2
rad

. As long as (s)neutrino are relativistic, the
expansion of the universe is H ∝ a−2, where a is the scale factor, until the right-handed
(s)neutrino become non-relativistic. Following Hubble expansion of the universe, we can
estimate the abundance of gravitino after the decay of right-handed (s)neutrino as

n3/2

s

∣

∣

∣

H=ΓN

= 1.9 × 10−12 ×

(

TR

1010GeV

)

×B
3

2

rad

(

ΓN

Γφ

)
1

2

(

mφ

2MN

)

. (17)

Combining this result and the constraint on the abundance of gravitino given in Section 2,

the gravitino problem requires B
3/2
rad

TN (mφ/2MN ) < Tg. This condition can be given by

B
3

2

rad
mφ < 1.7× 107GeV ×

(

m̃

10−5eV

)− 1

2

(

Tg

106GeV

)

. (18)

While this constraint can be easily satisfied by assuming small Brad, this may constrain
interaction between the inflaton sector and the other particles for high-scale inflation models
(see fig. 2).

Note that other unwanted relics produced at the inflaton decay, such as gravitino pro-
duced by direct decay from the inflaton [23], are also diluted by the dilution factor

∆ =

(

ΓN

Γφ

)
1

2

(

mφ

2MN

)

=

(

TN

TR

)(

mφ

2MN

)

= 0.06 ×

(

m̃

10−5eV

)
1

2

(

TR

1012GeV

)−1
( mφ

1012GeV

)

. (19)

Where, dilution factor ∆ is the ratio between abundances of gravitino in two different
scenarios, with and without entropy production by decay of right-handed (s)neutrino.

Let us consider the rest one, the case (iii). Since the decay rate of relativistic right-
handed (s)neutrino is suppressed, the Hubble parameter at the decay Hdec is estimated by
solving

Hdec = ΓN ×
MN

mφ

2

(

Hdec

Γφ

)
1

2

. (20)

Now Treh is estimated as Tdec, which is given by

Tdec =

(

90

π2g∗

)
1

4 √

HdecMPl. (21)
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Like the case (ii), early thermalization of right-handed (s)neutrino is negligible. The number
density of (s)neutrino at the decay is estimated by taking the expansion of the universe into
account. The final lepton asymmetry is estimated as

nL

s
≃

3

4
ǫ× 2BN

T 4
R

mφ

(

Hdec

Γφ

)
3

2 1

T 3

dec

=
3

2
ǫBN

TR

mφ
. (22)

Note that TR defined in eq. (7) is not Treh. Although the universe is dominated by the
right-handed (s)neutrino, this result is the same as eq. (11). Since the expansion of the
universe is similar to that of the RD universe, the entropy-to-(s)neutrino number density
ratio does not change after the inflaton decay. This also means that gravitino produced at
the inflaton decay cannot be diluted. Finally, since the temperature of the thermal bath
at the decay of the right-handed (s)neutrino is Tdec, the condition for negligible washout is
Tdec < MN , or, equivalently,

m̃ < 3.7 × 10−2eV ×
( mφ

1012GeV

)

(

TR

1010GeV

)−1

. (23)

In the following discussion, we take the more stringent bound eq. (14), in order to safely
neglect washout processes.

The gravitino problem puts constraint on the temperature of the thermal bath after the
(s)neutrino decay, Tdec < Tg, or, equivalently,

MN < 3.3× 107GeV ×

(

TR

109GeV

)− 1

3

(

m̃

10−5eV

)− 1

3
( mφ

1012GeV

)
1

3

(

Tg

106GeV

)

. (24)

If Brad is not negligibly small, gravitino produced after the inflaton decay should be taken
into the consideration. The abundance of this gravitino have already been estimated in
eq. (16). Because there is no dilution effect, the abundance of this gravitino is decreased by

a factor B
3/2
rad

from the estimation eq. (9). Thus, the constraint from the gravitino problem

requires B
3/2
rad

TR < Tg.
Finally, it should be noted that the gravitino problem in cases (ii) and (iii) may be

more stringent, if inflaton decay channels into heavier right-handed (s)neutrinos N2 and/or
N3 are allowed and branching ratio into all right-handed (s)neutrinos are almost the same
order. If N2 and/or N3 decay faster than N1, their energy is converted into radiation and
the ratio between energy in N1 and radiation after the decay of heavier (s)neutrinos is at
least O(1). In these cases, gravitino produced by thermal scattering after decay of heavier
right-handed (s)neutrinos may result in serious constraint.

3.2 Result for leptogenesis from inflaton decay

In fig. 1, we show our result in the Γφ−MN plane. We took δeff = 1. Brad . 10−3 is assumed,

and hence, BN ≃ 1. We also show TR and (yνy
†
ν)11 on upper and right axes. Four figures

(a)-(d) are results for various choices of m̃ andmφ: (a) m̃ = 10−5eV andmφ = 1012GeV, (b)
m̃ = 10−7eV andmφ = 1012GeV, (c) m̃ = 10−5eV andmφ = 1010GeV, and (d) m̃ = 10−5eV
and mφ = 1014GeV. The hatched region is excluded by the constraint MN < mφ/2. Two
dashed lines show boundaries between the cases (i), (ii) and (iii), which are upper left, right,
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(a) m̃ = 10−5eV, mφ = 1012GeV

(b) m̃ = 10−7eV, mφ = 1012GeV
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(c) m̃ = 10−5eV, mφ = 1010GeV

(d) m̃ = 10−5eV, mφ = 1014GeV

Figure 1: We show our result in the Γφ − MN plane for various choices of m̃ and mφ. On the
solid (red) line, successful leptogenesis are realized. Values of TR and (yνy

†
ν)11 are also shown on

upper and right axes, respectively. The hatched region are excluded by the constraint MN < mφ/2.
Shaded region are excluded by the gravitino problem in cases the constraint is Tg = 107GeV (light)
and Tg = 109GeV (dark). Two dashed lines distinguish between three cases: (i) in the upper-left
region, (ii) in the right region, and (iii) in the middle region.
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and middle, respectively. On the solid line (red), the abundance of the resultant baryon
asymmetry of the universe is the best-fit value, nB/s = 8.74×10−11 [2]. Above this line, the
baryon asymmetry is larger than that of the universe. Shaded regions are excluded by the
gravitino problem for the constraint Tg = 107GeV (light) and Tg = 109GeV (dark). Note
that in fig. 1 (c) the constraint from the gravitino problem for Tg = 109GeV disappears,
since the whole excluded region is included in the region MN > mφ/2.

For low TR and large MN , the case (i) is realized. In this case, large MN is required
for the successful leptogenesis, in order to give sufficiently large ǫ. If the constraint on Tg

is as stringent as Tg ∼ 106GeV, MN is required to be close to mφ. For higher TR, the
case (ii) is realized, and the best-fit value of baryon asymmetry requires smaller MN , i.e.,
small yν . The gravitino problem can be avoided if TN < Tg is satisfied. As seen in eq. (13),
the resultant baryon asymmetry is determined by properties of the neutrino sector. The
successful leptogenesis requires TN & 106GeV. The case (iii) is the intermediate region of
these two regions. In this case, larger MN than that in the case (ii) gives the best-fit value
of baryon asymmetry.

If Brad is taken to be larger, the gravitino problem excludes high TR regions, as shown
in figs. 2 (a) and (b). In these two figures, parameter regions for successful leptogenesis,
borders between three cases, and regions excluded by constraints are shown in the similar
way to fig. 1. For figs. 2 (a) and (b), the same parameters as figs. 1 (a) and (c), respectively,
are chosen except for Brad. For simplicity, BN is still approximated to be BN = 1. Light
shaded region is excluded for Brad ≥ 10−2, while both light and dark shaded regions are
excluded for Brad ≥ 10−1.

For both cases (i) and (ii), the sufficient amount of lepton asymmetry requires Treh &

106GeV× δ−1

eff
. In the case (ii), this corresponds to MN & 106GeV× δeff , for the estimation

of the largest m̃ that can avoid washout process, m̃ < 7× 10−4eV. Cases (ii) and (iii) are
additional parameter regions to the case (i), which has been discussed in many literatures.
Especially, case (iii) has not been seriously discussed

For example, the parameter region for the case (iii) can be advantageous in order to
relax the non-thermal gravitino problem [22, 23]. It is argued that mixing between inflaton
and SUSY-breaking field and/or superconformal anomaly result in significant branching
ratio of inflaton into gravitino, if inflaton has large vev after the inflation. The decay rate
of inflaton into gravitino is determined by the inflation model. Therefore, the branching
ratio of inflaton into gravitino can be suppressed if the total decay rate of inflaton is
large. Thus, if sufficiently strong interaction between inflaton and right-handed (s)neutrino
is introduced, and if right-handed (s)neutrino decay after the inflaton decay, both non-
thermal and thermal gravitino problems can be avoided, while the baryon asymmetry of
the universe can be explained simultaneously.

For inflation models in which inflaton has large vev after the inflation, it may be difficult
to explain small MN and large Γφ suitable for case (ii) shown in fig. 1. Large decay rate
Γφ requires strong coupling between inflaton and right-handed (s)neutrino, while it means
too large mass of right-handed (s)neutrino. Let us consider hybrid-inflation model with the
vev of inflaton (waterfall field) 〈φ〉 = M ∼ 1015GeV and mφ ∼ 1012GeV as an example. If
an interaction

Lφ−N =
1

2

gi
M

φ2NiNi, (25)

is introduced, it can explain Majorana mass of right-handed neutrino and decay rate of
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(a) m̃ = 10−5eV, mφ = 1012GeV

(b) m̃ = 10−5eV, mφ = 1010GeV

Figure 2: Constraints from gravitino produced after the decay of inflaton. For (a) and (b), the same
parameters as fig. 1 (a) and (c), respectively, are chosen except for Brad. Here, we set Tg = 107GeV.
The light shaded region is excluded for Brad ≥ 10−2. For Brad ≥ 10−1, both light and dark shaded
regions are excluded.
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inflaton, as discussed in ref. [12]. Γφ ∼ 104GeV requires coupling constant between inflaton
and right-handed neutrino g1 & 10−4, while this means mass of right-handed neutrino
MN & 1011GeV, which is far larger than MN ∼ 107GeV given in fig. 1 (a).

For smaller m̃, MN corresponding to observed amount of baryon asymmetry becomes
larger. In addition, if δeff is significantly smaller than 1, and/or if the ratio between baryon
asymmetry produced by sphaleron process and initial lepton asymmetry is smaller than
eq. (1), observed amount of baryon asymmetry can be produced for larger MN . Of course,
in latter two cases, there is a trade-off between large MN and the condition from thermal
gravitino problem. In regards to this problem, case (iii) can be more plausible, since
required MN and Γφ are larger and smaller, respectively. As a demonstration how non-
thermal gravitino problem can be relaxed, let us consider g1 ∼ 10−5, MN ∼ 1010GeV and
Γφ ∼ 10GeV, where the case (iii) can explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe for
Tg & 109GeV. According to ref. [23], the amount of non-thermally produced gravitino is
estimated to be6

Y3/2 ∼ 10−12 ×

(

Tφ

106GeV

)−1

, (26)

for above choices of M and mφ. For Γφ ∼ 10GeV, Tφ ∼ 109GeV. Thus the amount of non-
thermally produced gravitino eq. (26) is cosmologically allowed for m3/2 & 10TeV, even
if hadronic branching ratio of gravitino is significantly large. This example is interesting
since both thermal and non-thermal gravitino problem is relaxed in some models of hybrid
inflation, which is strictly constrained by these problems [22, 23]. It should be noted that
inflaton does not decay into heavier two right-handed (s)neutrinos if g2, g3 & 10−3, which
is not so strongly hierarchical compared with g1 ∼ 10−5.

The case (iii) is also interesting for m̃ & 10−3. As we discussed in eq. (23), the condition
for negligible washout is relaxed from eq. (14), since decay of right-handed (s)neutrino is
delayed. Therefore, the case (iii) is a possibility of leptogenesis with m̃ & 10−3, in addition
to the case (i), where washout is avoided even for larger m̃. It should be noted that
the estimation eq. (23) is only an approximation. Numerical calculation is necessary to
determine the allowed range of m̃.

4 Summary

In this paper, we have investigated the leptogenesis scenario from right-handed (s)neutrino
produced by the inflaton decay, surveying allowed parameter region systematically within
a general framework. We have shown that the successful leptogenesis is possible both
in ΓN > Γφ and Γφ > ΓN cases. Especially, we considered all three cases including
decay of relativistic right-handed (s)neutrino and clarified the distinction of them. The
region where the lepton asymmetry is successfully generated is given by MN & 107GeV
and TR & 106GeV. If the constraint from the gravitino problem is more stringent than
Tg & 106GeV, this non-thermal leptogenesis scenario cannot explain the origin of baryon
asymmetry. We have also surveyed systematically the dependence of resultant lepton asym-
metry and the constraint from gravitino overproduction on relevant parameters, and shown
it in a brief form. In the ΓN > Γφ case, which has been considered in many literatures,

6 Here we assumed the SUSY-breaking scale Λ is mφ > Λ.
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right-handed (s)neutrino decay instantaneously after they are produced. Gravitino problem
can be avoided for low reheating temperature TR < Tg. The resultant lepton asymmetry
is proportional to (TR/mφ)×MN . Provided with Tg ∼ 106GeV, MN/mφ ∼ 1 is necessary
to explain the observed baryon asymmetry. On the other hand, in the Γφ > ΓN case, the
universe is once dominated by right-handed (s)neutrino. Especially, the case (iii), where
right-handed (s)neutrino decay during they are relativistic has not been discussed seriously
in literatures. Thermal gravitino problem is avoided since the universe is reheated only after
the decay of right-handed (s)neutrino, and it constrains TN . In addition, if right-handed
(s)neutrino are non-relativistic at the decay, other unwanted relics produced after the de-
cay of the inflaton can be diluted. In this case, the amount of resultant lepton asymmetry
is proportional to TN . Hence, larger MN is required for smaller m̃. These two cases (ii)
and (iii) are attractive since, for example, both thermal and non-thermal gravitino problem
can be relaxed. For the case (ii), it seems to be difficult to satisfy required large Γφ and
small MN simultaneously. In this regards, the case (iii) is more plausible. It is interesting
that non-thermal gravitino problem in some models of hybrid inflation can be relaxed in
our example. The case (iii) is also interesting because the condition for avoiding washout
processes is relaxed compared with the case (ii). Leptogenesis for relatively large washout
parameter m̃ & 10−3eV is possible not only in the case (i) but also in the case (iii).
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